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In the intellectual life of traditional China it is scarcely an exaggeration to say that the
dead prevailed in testimony over the living. It is not surprising, therefore, that relics of
the past fortuitously chanced upon should from early times have exercised a powerful
fascination for members of the Chinese scholar class. The story of the discovery in
A.D. 280 of a hoard of bamboo writing slips in a Weil tomb of the third century B.C. is
well known, and there is evidence that the serious collecting of antiques was practised as
early as the T'ang2 dynasty (A.D. 6i8-906). Certainly by Sung3 times it was being undertaken on a considerable scale (Wang Kuo-wei I928; Rudolph I963: I69-77). The Sung
archaeological catalogue K'ao-ku t'u4 (author's preface dated 1092) lists five government
or temple collections and no less than sixty in private hands, while in the T'ieh-wei Shan
ts'ung-t'an5 (4, 23b-25b), possibly not an entirely reliable descriptive catalogue, it is
claimed that the imperial collection under Emperor Hui Tsung6 ( IOI-26) comprised
some Io,ooo items. Rudolph (I963: 175) cites the following as representative of the type
of remark frequently encountered in books of the period: 'There was no place where
people did not go in their search for ancient bronzes; marshes were drained and hills
were dug into, and no important tomb in the empire remained unopened.' It was towards
the close of the Northern Sung dynasty, at a time when rubbings of ancient stone monuments were in great demand (Ch'ing-po tsa-chih722:4a-b. Shuo-fu ed.: trade in rubbings
discussed by Ch'iian Han-sheng I939: I89-30I), that Yu Shih-hsiung8 took advantage
of the facilities afforded by his position as a government official to have a map of the Chao
Ling9 tomb complex outside Ch'ang-an:t engraved in stone (reproduced in, int. al.,
Adachi Kiroku I933: Opp. 254). From this time onwards the classification and authenticity of antiquities became matters of concern to considerable numbers of Chinese
litterateurs, who drew on such evidence increasingly frequently in their textual and
epigraphic studies.
Towards the end of the nineteenth century this predominantly eclectic, often unsystematic, style of collecting was supplemented by a developing interest in the inscribed
bones and shells that were then beginning to appear with increasing frequency on the
counters of druggists' shops after being pilfered from the sites of ancient settlements. In
I903 Liu O published a pioneer collection of I,o58 rubbings of these ancient oraclebones under the title T'ieh-yiin Ts'ang-kuei, and in I904 Sun I-jang formulated the basic
principles of their interpretation in his seminal Ch'i-wen Chii-li. Since that time a vast
1 Superscript figures refer to the Glossary Chinese Characters on pp. I83-5.
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corpus of epigraphic material has become available in the form of dictionaries, catalogues
and reports. By I952 Hu Hou-hsiian was able to include in his quinquagenary summary
of the new sub-discipline of oracle-bone study (chia-ku hsiieh"l) as many as 875 descriptive and expository works. Currently there are rather more than 1oo,ooo fragments of
inscribed scapulae, plastra and carapaces in the oracle archives, and scholars have begun
to treat this immense corpus not merely as an adjunct to the study of literary and purely
archaeological evidence but as a powerful tool in its own right. Notable among such
scholars are Jao Tsung-i, Shirakawa Shizuka, Shima Kunio, and Noel Barnard, the latter
of whom is the first oracle-bone specialist to have faced squarely the problem of forgeries.
In a series of papers and reviews in Monumenta Serica and elsewhere he has sought to
establish the interpretation of both bone and bronze epigraphy on a scientific basis by
using only rigorously attested (i.e. scientifically excavated) primary materials, and eschewing modern characterequivalentsin transcription in favour of modern characterforms that
preserve the original structural combinations of character elements.
Finally, in the earlier decades of the present century Western techniques of archaeological excavation were introduced into China. At first they were directed primarily to
palaeontological and Stone Age investigations, but in 1928 excavation of an ancient
Shang12 capital near the hsien13city of An-yangl4 was begun under the auspices of the
Archaeological Section of the Research Institute of History and Philology of the Academia Sinica (Kuo-li Chung-yang Yen-chiu-yiian Li-shih Yii-yen Yen-chiu-sol5). This
was the first large-scale controlled excavation to be undertaken by Chinese and, during
fifteen seasons of spring and autumn field work between 1928 and 1937, it served as a
training ground for virtually a whole generation of Chinese archaeologists. Since World
War II the tempo of archaeological research has quickened many fold, so much so that
sites explored during the last two decades far outnumber the aggregate of all previous
discoveries. Whereas Herrmann, for example, was able to plot on his map of prehistoric
China (1935: 8) only two sites in Ssii-ch'uan,16 nearly a hundred are now known, and
there are nearly fifty in An-huil7 where Herrmann recorded none. A significant proportion of this increase in archaeological activity has arisen as a byproduct of national
reconstruction. Field surveyors have scoured the countryside ahead of the developers
and, whenever possible, archaeological teams have salvaged remains threatened by bulldozer and shovel. Although much of this rescue work has been done hurriedly, and in any
case has absorbed a great deal of energy that might otherwise have been engaged in
planned excavations directed towards the solution of specific problems in Chinese prehistory, nevertheless it has resulted in a number of important discoveries. In so far as the
evolution of the Chinese city is concerned, it is in the investigation of urban genesis that
archaeology has rendered its most significant contribution to knowledge.

The genesis of urban forms in China
The earliest urban forms to emerge in eastern Asia developed on the inner edge of the
North China plain, in the context of a palaeotechnic sectional fallowing system pursued
at a level comparable to that which, in south-west Asia, has been termed 'developed village farming efficiency' (Braidwood I952: 41; I960: 149). In China this stage of cultural
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evolution is known as the Lungshanoid, after the type site which was excavated in I928
at Ch'eng-tzu Yai,l8 near Lung-shan Chenl9 in Shan-tung20 (Wu Gin-ding I930:
47I-86). As modern dating techniques have not so far been applied in Chinese archaeological investigations, it has not proved possible to establish an absolute chronology for
the prehistory of North China, but available archaeological evidence relating to urban
genesis is not incompatible with the time scale implied by Chinese literary traditions.
According to these sources, the transition from Lung-shan village to Shang urban society
took place during the first half of the second millennium B.C.
The first Shang city to be investigated was situated in a loop of the Huan (Yuan)21
river immediately north of the village of Hsiao T'un,22 some 4 km. to the north-west of
the city of An-yang.t It was a site which had traditionally been identified as that of the
Great City Shang (Archaic Chinese= **^iang), founded according to one interpretation
of the traditional chronology in I384 B.C. (Tung Tso-pin I930) as the last capital of the
dynasty. Unfortunately the area had been disturbed by looters to such an extent that the
excavators were unable to elicit a dependable stratigraphic sequence (for references see
the Bibliographical Note at the end of this article and Wheatley, in press), but Shih
Chang-ju (I959) was able to distinguish three functionally discriminated sectors. At the
northern end of the settlement were fifteen cardinally orientated structures raised on
hang-t'u23(= terre pisee; stamped earth) foundations, which have been interpreted as the
residences of the ruling lineage (A in fig. Io). In one of the foundations the pillar bases
were still in situ (X on fig. io), so that the general appearance of the building could be
reconstructed with some degree of confidence. The framework was of wood with outer
walls of hang-t'u and a thatched gable roof, but with dimensions of 24 x 8 m., and an
estimated overall height of 6 m., it must have been a reasonably imposing edifice (fig. i).
Shih (I954: 270-6) has compared the reconstructed form of this building with the
description of a palace, allegedly erected by the first ruler of the Hsia (**G'a)24 dynasty,
that is described in the K'ao-kung chi25 (Record of Artificers). This text is usually considered to be of considerable antiquity, and it is not impossible that it preserves an
ancient architectural prescription devolving ultimately from a building similar to that
excavated at Hsiao T'un.
The central sector of the settlement (B in fig. io), although now partly eroded by the
Huan river, still preserves the foundations of twenty-one large halls, arranged in two
longitudinally orientated rows on the south side of a square platform of hang-t'u construction, which are believed to have been the ancestral temples of the royal lineages
disposed according to the dualistic chao-mu (**^og-miok)26 principles of descent set out
in books of ancient Chinese ritual (Chang, i963, i964, and i965; Ting Su i965; Hsii
Cho-yiin I965; Lin Heng-li i965; Hsii Chin-hsiung i965). It has been suggested that
the square platform (Y on fig. io) was originally the foundation of an altar of the type
known in ancient China as t'an27 (Ling Ch'un-sheng i965). The south-western sector
(C in fig. io), presently represented by seventeen carefully ordered hang-t'u foundations,
was almost certainly the ceremonial focus of the city. Finally, in and around these more
imposing structures were what Tung Tso-pin (I952) has called 'service areas'. These
t

An-yang is strictly the name of a hsien, the chief city of which is Chang-te Fu.22a However, like
numerous other cities in similar situations, this hsien capital is often called by the name of its
hsien.
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FigurexI Reconstructionof building A4 (X on fig. Io) in the northernsector of the ceremonial
precinctof the Great City Shang. Redrawnfrom Shih Chang-juI954: 276
comprised storage pits, stone and bone workshops, pottery kilns, bronze foundries, and
more than 600 semi-subterranean dwellings of servitors and menials.
So far no trace of an enclosing wall has come to light at Hsiao T'un, but it is clear that
the ceremonial centre described above was surrounded by a constellation of associated
settlements. Among the more important of these was a cemetery at Hsi-pei Kang,28
approximately 3 km. to the north-west of Hsiao T'un. The full report on the excavations
at this site is as yet unpublished, but from sundry interim discussions currently available
it is evident that a total of eleven mausolea were arranged in two lines on the canonical
chao-mu principle that governed the ordering of halls in the central sector of the ceremonial precinct at Hsiao T'un (Liang Ssui-yung and Kao Ch'ii-hsiin 1962; Kao Ch'ii-
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hsiin 1959; Li Chi I958). On this and other grounds these mausolea have usually been
interpreted as the tombs of the ruling lineages. It is certainly unlikely that any other
group would have commanded sufficient social power to undertake the excavation of
these enormous pits. Two other large and richly furnished tombs have been excavated,
at Hou Kang29 (Shih Chang-ju 1948) and Wu-kuan Ts'un30 (Kuo Pao-chiin 1951)
respectively, which, it has been suggested, may have been the burial places of members of
collateral, rather than main, lineages. Other settlements presumably associated with the
ceremonial enclave at Hsiao T'un have been discovered, but not fully reported, at Houchia-chuang-nan-ti31 (Tung Tso-pin I936), Ta-ssi-k'ung Ts'un32 (Ma Te-chih et al.
1955), and Hsiieh-chia Chuang33 (Chao Hsia-kuang I958; Liu Tung-ya I958), as well
as at a number of minor sites (fig. I2).
In I950 a second Shang city was discovered in the neighbourhood of Cheng Chou,34
and excavation at the site has continued more or less continuously until recently (for
references see the BibliographicalNote at the end of this article, and Wheatley, in press).
It is likely that the remains are those of Ao (**Ngog.35 An Chin-huai I96I: 73), a capital
which was founded, according to literary sources, by Chung-ting,36 tenth king of the
dynasty (I562-49 B.C. in the traditional reckoning). In the general disposition of its
features the settlement was not dissimilar to that at Hsiao T'un (fig. 13). The ceremonial
enclave took the form of a walled rectangular enclosure some 2 km. from north to south
by 1*7 from east to west. With an area of 3'2 km.2, it was nearly twice as large as the
present-day city of Cheng Chou, which lies within its former enceinte. In fact, the
presence of the modern city has seriously hampered excavation, so that little more has
been brought to light than a large building interpreted as a public edifice, the foundations
of a presumed altar, and a hoard of jade hairpins indicating elite occupancy of the site.
However, the ceremonial centre, as at Hsiao T'un, was surrounded by dependent
settlements, no less than eight of which incorporated handicraft workshops, including
bone and stone manufactories, three potteries, two bronze foundries and what was
probably a distillery. Despite the implications of these distributions for a degree of social
and economic differentiation in the city, perhaps the most significant result of the excavations to date has been the establishment of a reasonably complete stratigraphic sequence
from Yang-shao37 through Lungshanoid levels to the period of high Shang culture. At
Cheng Chou, at any rate, Shang urbanism crystallized out of the Ho-nan38 phase of the
Lungshanoid horizon. It is, nevertheless, entirely possible that this may have been a
local phenomenon, and we must be chary of generalizing from the sole instance of such a
sequence so far uncovered. It is evident from fig. 14 that the earlier phases of dynastic
settlement at Hsiao T'un were roughly contemporaneous with the decline and abandonment of Cheng Chou.
Morphologically the ancient settlements at Cheng Chou and Hsiao T'un appear to have
had a good deal in common. Each consisted of a centrally situated ceremonial and
administrative enclave which can be presumed to have afforded a habitation only for
members of the royal lineages, for ritual specialists, and for a number of selected craftsmen, together with, perhaps, something in the nature of a praetorian guard. Both the
peasantry, who provided the material subsistence on which the ceremonial precinct
depended, and the majority of the artisans, who supplied it with ritual furniture, lived
in villages dispersed through the surrounding countryside. Although the evidence is
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Figure12 The ceremonial precinct at Hsiao T'un and its dependent settlements, which
togetherconstitutedthe Great City Shang. Based on sketches in Shih Chang-ju 1947: 4 and 76
more fragmentary than in these two instances, a similar settlement morphology, in which
tributary villages surrounded a centrally located cult centre, seems to be implied by
Shang remains in the vicinity of both Lo-yang39 (Kuo Pao-chiin and Lin Shou-chin
I955; Kuo Pao-chiin

et al. 1956; An Chih-min

and Lin Shou-chin

I955)

and Hui

Hsien40 (Kuo Pao-chiin, Hsia Nai et al. 1956). Moreover, Chang Kuang-chih (I963:
163-4) has drawn attention to a possible variant of this type of settlement pattern in
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FigureI3 The walled ceremonialprecinct at Cheng Chou which, together with its dependent
settlements, probablyconstitutedthe city of Ao. Based on a sketch in An Chin-huai I96I:73

which similar administratively, economically, and ceremonially interdependent congeries
of discrete settlements seem to have existed without benefit of centrally situated cult
centres. So far seven such nexuses of settlement have been discovered in a zone extending
from Shan Hsien41 in the south-west to Ch'i-yang42 in the north and Chi-nan43 in the
east (fig. 15; references in Chang, 1963: I63-4; Wheatley, in press). It would seem not
improbable that such settlements had arisen through a process of secondary diffusion of
culture traits from the nuclear area of urban generation lying between Lo-yang in the
south-west and An-yang in the north-east. It is tempting to see in this archaeologically
attested cultural zonation a reflection of the world view of the Shang themselves. A
metropolitan district on this view focused on a royal seat and ceremonial-administrative
centre, known in the records as a ta i (**d'dd ?jp),44 and was surrounded by the chief
settlements ('capitals' would be too grand a word) of dependent benefices, which were
themselves minor ceremonial centres, and for which the term i (** iap)45 seems to have
been used. Towards the end of the dynasty these were in turn succeeded outwards by
the marcher benefices of po (**pak),46 usually rendered into English as 'earl', and hou
(**g'u: 47 marquis), and finally by incompletely assimilated territories (fang: **piwang48
or pang: **pung)49 ruled by tribal chieftains whose authority had been confirmed by
ritual investiture according to Shang custom. I have discussed the implications for an
understanding of urban genesis of the type of dispersed ceremonial centre described
above in a separate publication (Wheatley, in press).
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Figure I5 The nuclear region of Chinese urbanism. Sites plotted beyond the limits of developed
Shang culture have yielded Shang culture traits only in primarily Lungshanoid contexts

The diffusion of urban forms in ancient China
At the end of the second millennium B.C. (the precise date is in dispute) hegemony over
the Chinese polity passed to the Chou (**i6g)50
dynasty, which was to endure for the
best part of a thousand years. Information relating to city development during the first
three centuries of this dynasty (the period of the Western Chou51) is meagre in the

extreme, and I have found acceptable references in the extant literature to only ninetyone incontestably urban forms. For the period between the middle of the eighth century
and the middle of the fifth (the Ch'un-Ch'iu52or Spring-and-Autumn period of traditional historiography) both literary and archaeological evidence is somewhat more
abundant, and fig. I6 represents the cumulative pattern of recorded urban distribution
for this period. From even a cursory glance it is evident that the urbanized territories of
North China were considerably more extensive than in Shang times. Despite an intensification of the level of urbanism in the old core area of the Chung-yuian,53it is apparent
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that the centre of gravity of urban development was shifting from the Shang hearth in
northern Ho-nan in a broadly southerly direction towards the Yang-tzu54 valley. For a
variety of technical reasons which I have discussed elsewhere (Wheatley, in press,
chap. 3) the sources for the distribution of cities during the last two centuries of the
Chou dynasty (the Chan-Kuo55 period or era of the Contending States) are less satisfactory from the point of view of both quantity and quality than are those relating to the
Ch'un-Ch'iu period, and the map compiled from them merely simulates a less detailed
version of fig. I6. In any case, the Ch'un-Ch'iu witnessed the beginning of a secular
extension of urban forms throughout the rest of the Sinic culture realm, a process which
continued for more than a millennium and which has recently been documented and
mapped by Chang Sen-dou (I963).
Figure I6 invites comparison with the results of an inquiry into the city building of
the Chou Chinese published by Li Chi as long ago as 1928. This author based his study
on materials in the Ch'in-ting ku-chin t'u-shu chi-ch'eng,56an encyclopedia completed by
imperial order in 1726 under the general editorship of Ch'en Meng-lei.57 Section VI of
this work contains the dates at which walled cities were established in the various
provinces of China, the information having been extracted from the numerous local
topographies that constitute an important strand in the tradition of Chinese historical and
geographical writing. The provincial scholars who produced these local histories and
topographies drew their information on ancient times predominantly from archetyped
redactions of classical texts, a high proportion of which, in the light of recent sinological
research, we have found cause to reject as authentic factual sources (Wheatley, in press).
Consequently it is not surprising that Li Chi's estimates of the number of cities in
existence during the Ch'un-Ch'iu period are higher than our own as plotted on fig. I6.
For the period prior to 722 B.C.he had discovered references to the building of I63 cities,
and for the remainder of the Chou dynasty he had counted no less than 585. In addition
233 of uncertain age were mentioned for the first time during the latter period. These
figures are to be compared with our own count of 91 cities for the Western Chou and the
466 depicted on fig. i6. While maintaining that Li Chi's estimates are based on presently
unacceptable evidence, we admit that our own figures are too low, because there is no
reason to suppose that anything like all the cities in Chou China were mentioned in the
sources that we judge reliable - or in any other sources, for that matter. In other words
Li Chi's estimates may be nearer the truth than our own, but for reasons that are
unacceptable to us. In any case both are too low. In the matter of relative as opposed to
absolute incidence of building activity, by contrast, we are in substantial agreement with
Li Chi. He finds that prior to 722 B.C. urban development was restricted to the five
provinces of Kan-su,58 Ho-nan,38 Shan-hsi59 (conventionally transcribed as Shen-hsi),
Chih-li60 and Shan-hsi61 (he uses the old Manchu provincial names appropriate to the
source of his materials), from which it extended during the so-called Eastern Chou62
period into Shan-tung,20 Hu-pei63 and Chiang-su.64 We have drawn the limits of urban
development somewhat more narrowly during both periods, chiefly as a result of having
adopted more stringent criteria of source evaluation. It is more than doubtful, for
example, if Kan-su, Chih-li and Chiang-su should figure as prominently in the history
of Shang and Chou urbanism as Li Chi contended; but he was certainly correct
in postulating a shift in the focus of city construction during the Ch'un-Ch'iu and
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Figure i6 Recorded urban settlement during the Ch'un-Ch'iu period. For an extended discussion of the limitations and implications of this distribution see Wheatley, in press: chap. 3.
Note that the pattern of distribution is cumulative over some two and a half centuries, so that
more than one capital may be depicted within the territory of any particular state
Chan-Kuo periods from the Chung-yiian in broadly southerly and easterly directions.
The contribution of archaeology to the elucidation of the pattern of Chou urbanism
has so far been restricted to the delimitation in whole or part of a score or so of urban
enceintes ranging in importance from capitals of major states to provincial seats of minor
rulers. In point of time, one of these has been dated to the Western Chou, five to the
Ch'un-Ch'iu period, and the rest to the Chan-Kuo (summarized in Wheatley, in press:
chap. 3). Generally speaking, archaeological evidence may be said to have confirmed the
information derived from the literary tradition, and to have reinforced its implications.
Throughout the whole of the Chou period cities were walled, and the importance of
the wall is reflected in the fact that the same character (ch'eng: **dieng)65 denoted both

city and wall. According to the Li Chi6 (Recordof Rituals), the rituallysanctioned season
for the construction of city walls was the second month of autumn (which was, incidentally, a relatively slack season in the farming year). The repair of walls and gates was
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winter work. All the walls investigated so far have proved to be of hang-t'u23 construction, though, as was to be expected, their dimensions varied widely not only between
different cities, but also between different sections of wall within the same city (Wheatley,
in press: chap. 3). Evidence for the existence of moats on the outer side of the walls has
come to light at the Chin (**Tsien)67 capital near Niu Ts'un68 (Chang Shou-chung
I960; Yang Fu-tou I957; Ch'ang Wen-chai I958; Ch'ang Wen-chai et al. 1959) and at
the Yen (**.Jam)69 capital near Ch'ang Chou70 (Ni Chen-kuei I959; Wei Chii-hsien
1937: 255; Tseng Chao-yii and Yin Huan-chang I959; Hsieh Ch'un-chu 1958), and
literary references indicate that this was a common occurrence. The areas enclosed within
the walls also varied enormously: from the square enceinte with 300 m. sides of the Yen
(**.Ian)71 city at Ts'ai Chuang72in Ho-pei73 (Wang Han-yen I959) to the very large site
of the so-called Lesser Capital (Hsia Tu: **G'a To),74 near I Hsien,75 with maximum
dimensions of 8,300 x 3,930 m. (Fu Chen-lun 1932 and 1955; Hsieh Hsi-i I957; Huang
Ching-lueh I962). There is no reason to suppose that the rigid correlation of size with
rank in the urban hierarchy which is adduced in the Tso Chuan76 (Commentary of
[Master] Tso) was anything more than a late editorial systematization. The passage in
question runs: 'The walls of any state capital (tu: **to77) which exceed I00 chih78[in
circumference] constitute a danger to the state. According to the institutions (chih79)of
the former kings, the wall of a city of the first order must not exceed one-third the length
of that of the capital, that of a second-order city one-fifth, and that of a third-order city
one-ninth' (Tso Chuan, Duke Yin,80 ist year). With regard to the shape of Chou urban
enceintes, it is sufficient to note that they exhibited a strong tendency to regularity of
layout, a regularity customarily expressed in the form of a square or rectangle orientated
to the cardinal compass directions (Wheatley, in press: chaps. 3 and 5).
During the Western Chou and the earlier part of the Ch'un-Ch'iu the represettative
city seems to have preserved the form of the dispersed ceremonial centre of Shang times.
Such a morphology is particularly evident, for example, in the Chou 'Royal City' (Wang
Ch'eng: **Giwanglizng81) at Lo-yang (Ch'en Kung-jou I959) and intwo Chin67capitals
both located near Hou-ma Chen82 in southern Shan-hsi83 (Chang Shou-chung I960;
Yang Fu-tou I957; Ch'ang Wen-chai 1958; Ch'ang Wen-chai et al. I959). During the
Eastern Chou, however, this dispersed layout seems often to have undergone a major
transformation when outer walls (kuo84)were constructed to enclose previously extramural settlements and workshops. Miyazaki Ichisada (1933), the first scholar to discern
indications of this process in Chou literary sources, seems to have regarded the inner
wall (ch'eng65) as having originally enclosed virtually all urban activities, and to have
segregated an administrative and ceremonial enclave only after the building of
the outer wall. We take a slightly different view and visualize the inner enclosure as
having from the beginning constituted the ceremonial focus, the outer wall being added
subsequently to afford protection to the populace that had been attracted to the neighbourhood of the cult centre (Wheatley, in press: chap. 2). The existence of such a spatial
distinction between the two main sectors of society, the chiin-tzz (**kiwan-tsfig)85 or
sacrally ordained elite and the shu-jen (**siag-4eign)86or plebeians, is amply attested in
Chou literature. In the enclave known as the tu (**to)77 were the sacred edifices without
which the state could not come into, or remain in, being. Pre-eminent among them was
the state altar to the god of the soil (she: **did),87which was always kept open 'to receive
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the hoar frost, dew, wind, and rain, and to allow free access by the influences of Heaven
and Earth'. The roofing-over of this altar signified the extinction both of the ruler's line
and of the state and the city. The other essential feature of the city was the temple of the
ancestors (miao: **miog),88 wherein rested the tablets of the agnatic ancestors and their
wives, and which served as the focus of all important state functions, whether religious,
political, diplomatic or military. A third feature which - as there was no overlord without
a city and, with very few and temporary exceptions, no city without an overlord - was an
inevitable concomitant of all urban development, was the ruler's palace. And moving
between these ternions of cityhood was the ruler, the animating force of state, city and
temple, whose tao-te (**d'g-tak)89 caused nature and men to be what they were, who, in
Granet's phrase (1958: 250), 'dispensed to men and things their destiny'. As the Li Chi66
has it: 'When [the former Emperors] presented their offerings to Shang-ti90 in the outskirts [of the capital] wind and rain were duly regulated, and cold and warmth came each
in its appointed season, so that the Sage [Emperor] had only to stand with his face to the
south for order to prevail throughout the world.' The other sector of the city, between
the inner and outer walls, and known as thepi: *piag, 91housed the mass of the populace
and provided sites for most of the handicraft workshops serving it.
As happens in all classical (which is synonymous with archetyped) literatures, Chou
writings represent the cities of the time as splendid creations of Chinese architectural
genius. That in the earlier phases of that dynasty they were something less is clear from
the following imaginative reconstruction (Granet 1958: 242).
It appears... that ... the princely residenceswere usually humble dwellings, quickly built
and rapidlydemolished.In 502, for example,a highly placedpersonagehad a house of beaten
earth made for his son, at the side of his own palace. There was no hesitation in throwing
down entire houses to makeway for a funeral.An old ritualrule ... requiredthat sons should
not have the same abode as their father: fathersand sons resided (in alternategenerations)on
the right or left of a building which was supposed to have been the house of the founder of
their line. The same dispositionheld good for the chapelsof the ancestralTemple which were
consecratedto the most recent ancestors.All these ephemeraldwellings, enclosed within low
little walls and separatedby narrowalleys, were crowdedarounda sort of fortress. In time of
revoltsand vendettas ... attackersare seen to leap over the low walls. When they have hoisted
themselvesupon the gate of the palace,they can rain arrowsinto the prince's chamber:but a
fortifiedtower serves as an entrenchmentfor the defenders. At Ch'i,[921in 538 B.C., under a
prince famous for his ostentation,the chief minister resides in a low quartercontainingthe
market. He inhabits 'a low and narrow house, exposed to the dust'. The prince is alone in
possessing 'a piece of ground which is well lighted, high and dry'. Built upon an eminence
and flankedby towers, the seigniorialresidence looks like a fortified village dominatingthe
low-lying outskirtsof a market.

Archaeological

contributions

to urban history in subsequent

centuries

Chinese archaeologists have not been entirely inactive in investigating the form and
function of post-Chou cities, but in these later centuries the progressively burgeoning
wealth of relevant literature available for the study of urbanism has, generally speaking,
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reduced the importance of their work to that of an ancillary discipline providing evidence
that is predominantly corroborative of the textual tradition. Possibly the most significant
contributions have been those resulting from recent surveys and excavations on the sites
of the former capitals of Lo-yang and Ch'ang-an.
Lo-yang39
In Chou times there had been two cities in the neighbourhood of present-day Lo-yang.
According to transmitted texts Ch'eng Chou (**"Xieng1fg),93 built to house the population of the old Shang capital after the conquest, lay to the east of the modern city, while
the Wang Ch'eng80or Royal City (also known as Chia-ju: **Kdp-niuk94) was situated to
the west (Wheatley, in press: chap. 3). Both literary and epigraphic texts leave no doubt
that for most of the seventh and sixth centuries B.C. the Wang Ch'eng was considered the
more important of the two cities. This is not surprising in view of the fact that it had, as
its name implies, become the capital of the Royal Chou as early as 771 B.C. It retained
that status for twelve generations, but in about 509 B.C. Ching-Wang95 chose Ch'eng
Chou (which meanwhile had attracted to itself the sobriquet of Hsia Tu74 or 'the Lesser
Capital') as his seat. Towards the end of the Chan-Kuo period, however, the honour was
restored to the Wang Ch'eng by Nan-Wang,96 penultimate ruler of the Chou dynasty.
In later times the capitals of the Posterior Han97 (A.D. 25-220), of Western Chin98
(265-3 6), and of Northern Wei99 (for the years 495-534) were all located in the vicinity

of Lo-yang. The significance of the Northern Wei city for a history of urbanism in China
resides primarily in its having provided the model for the capital city Ta-Hsing Ch'eng100
of Suil?l (581-618), itself the predecessor of T'ang Ch'ang-an,102the paradigm for most
subsequent national capitals. In I954 the literary texts relating to Northern Wei Lo-yang,
which had been receiving a certain amount of scholarly attention during this century
(White I934 and I939; Lao Kan 1948; Mori Shikaz6 1952; Fan Hsiang-yung 1958;
Chou Tsu-mo i963), were supplemented by reports of an archaeological survey conducted by Kuo Pao-chiin (I955) and Yen Wen-ju (I955 and I956). The expedition was
exploratory in purpose and concerned mainly with defining locations and delimiting the
boundaries of the city, but from a close correlation of the published results with the
evidence of literary sources Ho Ping-ti (i966: 94) was able to construct a reasonably
accurate plan of the city as it existed in about A.D. 528 (fig. I7).
Ho's map shows that the city occupied an area roughly 6-8 km. square and consisted
of some 220 wards zoned in such a way as to segregate legally defined social groups. This
principle had in fact been stated unequivocally by the official Han Hsien-tsung103 in a
memorial discussing the proposed layout of the new capital: 'The separation of government offices from common dwellings and the segregation of the four classes of the
populace shall for ever be an immutable precept' (Wei Shu. 03a 6o :8a. I-wen reprint of the
Palace Edition). In the north-central sector of the city was a walled administrative
precinct focusing on the royal palace and providing accommodation for nearly thirty
government offices. Ten of these latter which either served the person of the Emperor
and the imperial household, or were functionally associated with others that did so, were
located in the northern half of the enclave, close to the palace itself. In the west of the
city some thirty wards known collectively as the Shou-ch'iu Li'04 were reserved for the
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Figurei7 The NorthernWei capitalat Lo-yang in about A.D. 528. Based on a reconstructionby
Ho Ping-ti 1966: 94. Of the 220 wards (li) which constitutedthe city, only those that have been
positively identifiedare shown. Shaded wards are those assignedfor predominantlyupper-class
residences

imperial nobility and their relatives, while some of the most favoured wards in the
eastern suburbs were monopolized by officials and scholars. These same classes also
shared the slope leading down from the southern wall of the administrative enclave to the
Lo105river with wealthy monasteries and educational establishments. The plebs were to
be found mainly in the neighbourhoods of the eastern and western markets (it is noteworthy that there was no market within the administrative precinct) and in a group of
wards in the north-east of the city. Foreigners, allegedly exceeding io,ooo households
(Lo-yang ch'ieh-lan chi.1063:24a-b. Hsii Kao-juan's107edition), were required to reside
in the extreme south on the far side of the Lo river, where they had established their own
market. Unlike the suburbs of most other Chinese capitals in both earlier and later times,
those of Northern Wei Lo-yang were not enclosed within an outer wall.
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Ch'ang-an (Ancient Chinese= *D'ang- an)l02
When the Sui'0l dynasts (A.D. 58I-6I8) came to construct a capital to project the glories
of their newly-united kingdom they too, like the sovereigns of Northern Wei, chose a
locality hallowed by a millennium and a half of intermittent association with royal
power, namely the Wei108 valley of central Shen-hsi59 (Sui Shu.108a I:I7b-I8a; Pei
Shih.108b II:I2b-i3b.
T'ung-wen ed. of 1884; Tzu-chih t'ung-chien.l08cI75:5457. Peied.
reason
of the potential fertility of its 16ssic soils wherever water could
ching
I956). By
be made available, this sheltered westward extension of the North China plain had
afforded a productive agricultural base for political and military power, at the same time
as it had provided the entrance to the main route from the Chinese heartland to Central,
and ultimately to Western, Asia. Here Chou culture-heroes and early kings had allegedly
established their seats, Ch'in Shih-Huangl09 and the monarchs of the Former Han"ll
had founded their capitals (Wang Chung-shu I957 and 1958; Wang Shih-jen I963), and
a succession of subsequent ephemeral dynasties had from time to time attempted to
follow suit. In this strategic valley, near the present-day city of Ch'ang-an, Emperor
Wen"l of Sui laid out his capital according to the canonical prescription contained in the
Rituals of Chou112(I2:I4a. i886 ed.), styled it the Greatly Exalted City (Ta-Hsing
Ch'eng?00),and entered into residence there on 15 April 583. In 6i8 the first emperor of
T'ang adopted it as his dynastic capital, renamed it Ch'ang-an,102[the City of] Enduring
Peace, and initiated a series of modifications that ultimately resulted in the layout
depicted in fig. i8. In its heyday the city had about a million inhabitants, and occupied an
area roughly six times as extensive as that enclosed within the Aurelian Walls of Rome
or nearly seven times that within the extended enceinte of Constantinople constructed
by Theodosius (Ho Ping-ti I966: 53). Broadly speaking, during the eighth century the
upper classes tended to reside in the eastern wards while the lower classes and merchants
congregated in the western half of the city. In the latter half of the ninth century the
authority of the central government began to decline, and with it the power and splendour
of Ch'ang-an. On I 5 February 904 the Emperor moved his court to Lo-yang, the city was
razed, and usable timbers rafted downstream to the new capital. As the histories laconically record, 'Ch'ang-an was [nothing but] heaps of earth and waste land' (Hsin T'angShu.112la o:3658d. T'ung-wen ed.; Tziu-chiht'ung-chien. 264:I3b. i882 ed.).
Nevertheless, traces of old walls and buildings did persist to excite the curiosity of
antiquarians in later centuries, and to send several of them to contemporary texts in
attempts to reconstruct the plan of the city (references in Schafer I963: I70-I). The first
modern investigator of the ancient city was Adachi Kiroku, a Japanese schoolmaster
who resided in Hsi-an"13from I906 to 1910. He surveyed all the remains then accessible,
and correlated them with the literary evidence in a two-volume study which is still
essential reading for all students of the great capital of T'ang. In I933 Chinese archaeologists undertook the first exploratory survey of the site, but not until 1956, when a
programme of massive redevelopment threatened to obliterate the surviving remains of
the ancient city, was systematic excavation undertaken in the form of a salvage operation
(Hang Te-chou, Lo Chung-ju and T'ien Hsing-nung I958; Ma Te-chih I963; Wu
Po-lun I963).
By I967, when Chinese archaeological journals finally ceased to be sent abroad, the
EA
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Figure 18 Simplified plan of T'ang Ch'ang-an during the eighth century. Based on Ma Te-chih
1963: plate i. The crenellate line delimits the present-day city of Hsi-an
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foundations of the great outer walls of the city had been excavated and measured, most
of the eleven gates had been identified on the ground and the northern Hsiian Wu114
gate investigated in detail, the West Marketl15 had been excavated, and the complex of
buildings forming the Great Luminous Palace (Ta-ming Kung116)- that T'ang addition
to the design which had done most to undermine the nearly perfect bilateral symmetry of
the Sui city - revealed in all its ramifications (Chung-Kuo K'o-hsiieh-yiian K'ao-kuyen-chiu-so I959). Altogether at least a score of 'palace halls' (tien'17) were discovered
within the Ta-ming Kung, and one of these, the imperial banqueting hall known as the
Lin-te Tien,18l was excavated completely (Liu Chih-p'ing and Fu Hsi-nien I963). At
the same time incidental finds from all parts of the city and its environs, and particularly
those from tombs, yielded a great deal of information about the administrative geography
of the area and about life in what one writer has called 'the greatest walled city ever built
by men' (Ho Ping-ti 1966: 53).
Urban archaeology in China is still in its infancy and has so far concentrated its attention
on Shang cities, the seats of Chou princes, and the great capitals of the so-called Middle
Ages. There is, too, still a tendency among some scholars working on the earlier periods
to allow the received version of the classical literary tradition to influence unduly their
interpretations of archaeological evidence; while the typological classification of artefacts, often on the basis of single components of form or composition, appears still to
dominate the thought of many authors. In other words, while refinement of the systematics of space-time distributions is receiving a good deal of attention, there is relatively
little concern with developmental trends. In short, apart from Chang Kuang-chih - who
is working outside China - Chinese archaeologists have not so far shown much interest
in the explication of socio-cultural change, and Chinese archaeology still awaits its first
syncretistic evaluation of those secular trends in institutional development that manifested
themselves in the evolution of a hierarchy of urban forms. Yet the Chinese urban tradition is among the richest in the world, and its elucidation is bound ultimately to
provide materials of primary importance both for our understanding of Chinese society
and for the comparative study upon which a comprehensive theory of urbanism will one
day be based.
i6.iv.i970

Department of Geography,
University College London

Bibliographical note on the excavations at An-yang and Cheng Chou
Summariesof the successivestagesof the An-yang excavationsareto be found in, int. al., Li Chi
et al. I929-33. An-yangfa-chiiehpao-kao. Pei-ching;119 Shih Chang-ju I947. Yin-hsii tsuichin-chih chung-yaofa-hsien. Fu: Lun Hsiao-T'un ti-ts'eng. Chung-KuoK'ao-kuHsiieh-pao.120
2:I-8I, and I952. Hsiao-T'un C-ch'ii-ti mu-tsang ch'iin. Kuo-li Chung-yangYen-chiu-yiian
Li-shih Yii-yen Yen-chiu-soChi-k'an.12123:447-87; Hu Hou-hsiian 1955. Yin..hsiifa-chiieh.
Shang-hai;122Tung Tso-pin I952. Chung-Kuo wen-tzui-ti ch'i-yiian. Ta-lu Tsa-chih.1235,
10:28-38, and I955. Chia-ku-hsiiehwu-shih-nien.T'ai-pei;124Ch'en Meng-chia 1956. Yin-hsii
pu-tz'u tsung-shu.Pei-ching;125Kuo Pao-chiin I95I. I-chiu-wu-ling-nien-ch'un Yin-hsii fachiieh pao-kao. K'ao-ku Hsiieh-pao.12 5:I-6I; Liu Hsiao-ch'un I958. I-chiu-wu-wu-nien-
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ch'iu An-yang Hsiao T'un Yin-hsii-ti fa-chiieh. K'ao-ku Hsiieh-pao.l273:63-72; Ma Te-chih,
Chou Yung-chen and Chang Yiin-p'eng 1955. I-chiu-wu-san-nien An-yang Ta-ssui-k'ung
Ts'un fa-chiieh pao-kao. K'ao-ku Hsiieh-pao.128
9:25-90; Chao Ch'ing-yiin et al. 1958-niench'un Ho-nan An-yang Shih Ta-ssii-k'ung Ts'un Yin-tai mu-tsang fa-chiieh chien-pao.
K'ao-ku T'ung-hsiin.129 10:51-62; An Chih-min, Chiang Ping-hsin and Ch'en Chih-ta I961.
2:63-76. Definitive accounts of the
I958-I959-nien Yin-hsii fa-chiieh chien-pao. K'ao-ku.X30
under
the
in
formal
issued
excavationsare contained
reports
auspices of the Academia Sinica.
These reportswere intended to be the second publicationin the ArchaeologiaSinica series. Of
the first of the An-yang volumes, which was conceived as a generalaccount of the excavations,
only the fasciculedealingwith architecturalremainshas so far been published. The delay in the
publicationof Fascicle i of Volume I, which will presumablydeal with general considerations
relating to the site and excavations,makes it especially difficult for anyone who has not been
fortunateenough to visit An-yang to obtain a clearidea of the natureof the site and of the work
undertakenthere, and forces all students of this aspect of Shang culture to rely on small-scale
sketch maps in journals, such as that in Kuo Pao-chiin 1951 (see above). Vol. 2, which constitutes a massive report on the oracle archivesat An-yang, has appearedin four parts: Vol. 2,
fasc. 2. Tung Tso-pin 1948. Hsiao T'un. Yin-hsiiwen-tzui.Shang-hai and T'ai-pei;l31 Vol. 3,
fasc. i. Li Chi 1956. Hsiao T'un. Yin-hsiiCh'i-wu,pt. i T'ao-ch'i. T'ai-pei;132Vol. i, fasc. 2.
Shih Chang-ju I959. Hsiao T'un. I-chih-tifa-hsien yii fa-chiieh. Chien-chui-ts'un. T'ai-pei.133
In addition there is a valuableanalysisof the oracle archivesby Tung Tso-pin (i945), entitled
Yin li p'u. Li-chuang.l34Finally there are summariesof the An-yang excavationsin English in
Cheng Te-k'un I960, Watson I961, and Chang Kwang-chih I963.
Various aspects of the excavations at Cheng Chou have been described in the following
papers:An Chin-huai1957. Cheng Chou ti-ch'ii-ti ku-tai i-ts'un chieh-shao.Wen-wuTs'an-k'ao
Tzu-liao.135 8:I6-20, and I96i. Shih-lun Cheng Chou Shang-tai ch'eng-chih - Ao-tu. Wenwu.3364/5:73-80; Tsou Heng 1956. Shih-lun Cheng-Chou hsin-fa-hsien-ti Yin-Shang wenhua i-chih. K'ao-ku Hsiieh-pao.137
3:77-Io3; An Chih-min 1954. I-chiu-wu-erh-niench'iu-chi
Cheng-Chou Erh-li Kang fa-chiieh chi. K'ao-ku Hsiieh-pao.1388:65-107, and 1954. ChengChou Shih Jen-min Kung-yiian fu-chin-ti Yin-tai i-ts'un. Wen-wu Ts'an-k'ao Tzui-liao.139
6:32-7; Chao Ch'iian-ku et al. 1957. Cheng-Chou Shang-tai i-chih-ti fa-chiieh. K'ao-ku
Hsiieh-pao.l40I:53-73; Ch'en Chia-hsiang I957. Cheng-Chou Lo-ta Miao Shang-tai i-chih
shih-chiieh chien-pao. Wen-wu Ts'an-k'ao Tzui-liao.14110:48-51; Chao Ch'ing-yiin 1958.
I957-nien Cheng-Chou hsi-chiao fa-chiieh chi-yao. K'ao-ku T'ung-hsiin.142 9:54-6; Chao
Ch'ing-yiin and Liu Tung-ya I958. Cheng-Chou Ko-ta-wang Ts'un i-chih fa-chiieh pao-k'ao.
K'ao-ku Hsiieh-pao.143
3:4i-62; Chang Chien-chung 1955. Cheng-Chou Shih Pai-chia Chuang
fa-chuieh
chien-pao. Wen-wu Ts'an-k'ao Tzu-liao.144 10:24-42; Ma
Shang-tai mu-tsang
Ch'iian I956. Cheng-Chou Shih Ming-kung Lu hsi-ts'e-ti Shang-tai i-ts'un. Wen-wu Ts'ank'ao Tzi-liao.145 IO:39and 50-1; Ma Ch'fianand Mao Pao-liang I957. Cheng-Choufa-hsien.
ti chi-ke-shih-ch'i-ti ku-tai yao-chih. Wen-wu Ts'an-k'ao Tzui-liao.14610:58-9; Chao Hsiakuang 1958. Cheng-Chou Nan-kuan-waiShang-tai i-chih fa-chiieh chien-pao. K'ao-ku T'unghsiin.1472:6-9; Tung Hung I956. Cheng-Chou Pai-chia Chuang i-chih fa-chiieh chien-pao.
Wen-wuTs'an-k'aoTzi-liao.1484:3-8. Cf. also the English-languageworks mentioned in the
preceding paragraphs.
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Glossaryof Chinese charactersused in the text and references.The simplified,and sometimes
unauthorized, charactersused in Chinese archaeologicaljournals in recent years have been
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Abstract
PaulWheatley
Archaeology and the Chinese city
Concern with the material culture of past epochs has been a prominent characteristic of Chinese
literati virtually throughout their history, and has led numerous among them to investigate both
the surviving traces and the literary records of ancient cities. However, controlled excavation of
specifically urban sites began only towards the end of the third decade of this century, since
when attention has been directed primarily towards the exploration of Shang ceremonial centres,
the capitals of Chou princes, and the great cities of the so-called Middle Ages. Although urban
archaeology in China is still in its infancy, the investigations undertaken so far have contributed
significantly to our understanding of the genesis and diffusion of urban life in the Sinic culture
realm, and have permitted the formulation of some tentative generalizations about the morphology and function of medieval Chinese capitals.
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